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Letters to 
The Editors 

ARE. WE BLAMELESS? 
By JAMES RESTON _ 	- 	r 

Mr. Kennedy Made 
No Concessions 

Time. Mn. anti.. 	• 
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~1 IIAD teen drizzh 	U sit ng'arf 
the shuts' was late in .,tart• 

ant I he lint act — an ac-
cordionist — sniffed at tae air 
like a self-tlonscious hound dog 
and pretended that some of the 
rain had seeped into his ac• 
curdion. 	 few-luxes tried • few'aes 
a n d the accordion wheezed. 
His soaked audience appreci- 
ated that. You could hear their 
laughter above the noise of the 

serious mis• traffic. • 

against tobacco. hornworm, Imported 

cabbage/warm. alfalfa caterpillar and 

orchard 'tent caterpillar. spruce bud-

worm. gypsy moth, Winter moth wade 
Fall cankerworm It is applied as a 

dust or spray. w'hon victims are in the 

larval stage, and kills them in a day 
or two 

There has •also been some success 

in experiments made with fungi. 

v,ruses and bacteria that cause fatal 

diseases in the eye-spotted bud moth. 

codling moth. 'some varieties of leaf 

roller and wireworm.' 

• Only diseases to which beneficial 

insects are immune- are being tested. 
So the insecticides developed 'from 

.them would spare the ladybug; as well 

as the trout and robin. 

'1 
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piEsum 	KENNEDY'S 
speech and performance 

ar •the United Nang' were 
well received, butyhed not 
remove the confusion here over 
Berlin and Germany. 

The reason, for this is that 
f• ee 

 
Is acting on one set of facts 

and most of the delegates to 
the General Assembly are act-
ing on another. 

Andrei'Gromyko, the Soviet 
foreign minister, and all the 
other comradely brethren •are 
g,ving the delegates the soft 
line on Berlin. This is that the 
tiris•iet Unipn does not want 

med;ately after the treaty .s 
signed,.if the western nations 
do not sign up with Ulbricht, 
the East German leader 

Maybe Khrusnche. and.Gro. 
mvko do nut regard this•as a 
"humiliating" proposition, but 
a lot of people in Washington 
do, and this is the situation 
which explains trie. co6trast 

. between the anxiety in Wash-
ington and the foggy euphoria 
at the United Nations. 

The duty n?' diplomacy now 
is to remove the ambiguity on 
both sides and avoid this 
critical impasse before it gets 
beyond control. Or what Is 
diplomacy for? Gromyko's de-
scription of Soviet intentions 
may he right, and Khrushchev's 
may have been overstated as 
part of his scare campaign, but 
President Kennedy cannot be 
expected to assume that Gro• 
myko knows more about Soviet 
intentions than Khrushchev. 

THE ambiguity on our side 
has been that Moscow has 

been left in doubt aboih what 
we will negotiate and mat we 
won't. There has hls8 been 
ambiguity about whether the 
U.S. 'would limit its military 

'opposition to non-nuclear wea-
pons. 

These ambiguities are dan-
gerous. Ihethey have, already 
confused the delegates to the 
UN. they could easily confuse 
either Washington or Moscow 
with disastrous results. 

For in a test of strength over 
a sudden blockade, both sides 
would, face the possibility of a 

treaty with the Communist humiliating defeat. The prob-
Last Germans, not only all of • lem is not that Wasnington or 

Moscow would calculate a 
nuclear war, but that neither 
would allow its troops to be 
overwhelmed in the field with-
out using whatever weapons it 
had at its command. 

Khrushchev could remove 
this ambiguity very easily by 
stipulating in his - treaty with 
East Germany that all previous 
rights of access to Berlin were 

Lassen .M TM Jena 

thé line. A poÎiceman hovered 
in the background and allowed 
himself a grin at some of the 
miming going on hetw.'•n the 
lines of traffic. No doubt' he 
could.harkcaried "Ohstrw rion" 
d Authority'.had been k•-en fn 
close this variety show, but 
he would have had the crowd 
against him. it was by then a 
well-fed audience and what-
ever 'the cinema queue among 
them might find _ within, it 
seemed well content with what 
u found outside. Not forced' to 
pay before seeing the show, 
they showered money into the 
hat after it. 

. 

Tim shrewd performers, as if 
co-operating with the police, 

stopped the show whenever the 
.press of people watching -them 
seemed in danger of blocking 
the pavements, end they dis-
appeared down aide streets 
until much of their' audience 
had dispersed and conditions 

,aver' suitable to begin another 
show. 

Acts in other neighboring 
streets included impersona-
tions of the Prime Minister 
and Mr. Khrushchev bunging 
his shoe, a piercing soprano; 
sd Irish ballad-singer; a guitar- 
player strummin 	 m- 
ming his own ompositinns; a 
reciter of abridged and 
amended venions • of Shakes-
pearean soliloquies - . , The 
program, even on a compara-
tively brief cliff ca l stroll, 

s ., 	In Yaturdac s J rurnaf 
'u published an mule b, 

Max .Friedman, your Washing• 
iitn correspondent, expressing 
wonder .That Bertrand Russell 
should apparently equate the 
morals of tree world statesmen 
with those of the Soviet bloc. 
While the Sermon on the 
Mount is so far ahead of the 
Commuriat Manifesto that they 
cannot, be compared: we of the 

World orld make a 
take in forgetting how our 	At 'first'1he.- only audience 
moral position has slipped in was the queue outside the 
the oyes of observers 	 Rat Cinema, but as the sky 

Tile•Communat claws wore brightened and the accordioq-
shown m ,the Hungarian epi- ist went through his, dashing 
code. but that was five years repertory of rock 'n' roll and. 
ago. Since then we have nad military band music, inure and 
(I) the 11-2 incident in which more people gathered on the 
Eisenhower Was caught,out in pavements. Critics, coming 
a barefaced lie. (2) the U.S. late to the show and landing no 
destroyer • escorted invasion - places reserved for them no the 
party to Cuba, with us sprink-
ling of Batista louts which 
seemed to show a willingness 
to re-establish a regime of tor- 
ture and death; (3) offers to 
provide nuclear devices to 
West Germany, coupled with 
the naming of an unsavory ex-
Nazi to command NATO ttiops. 

Hurrah for our side- hut as 
long as we continue this sort of 
conduct let's 'not be phansai' 
cal about it. 

E. A. PHILLIPS. 
1176 Albany Drive, 

Ottawa, Sept. 22. 
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to be mainterd by the East 
German regime. 

So long as the ambiguities 
• remain, however. it is not sat-

isfactory merely to say that 
nuclear war is "unthinkable." 
Under the• present circum-
stances it has to be thought 
about if it is to be avoided, 
and now is probably as good 
a time as any. 

Other Views 

the West's rights in Berlin will 
cease, but all traffic to Berlin. 
will cease until the West nego-
tiates new rights'of access with 
the East German regime. 

Khrushchev was questioned 
m:nutety on this key point. 
H.s reply was unequivocal: not 
one truck, or barge, or train, 
or plane would leave from 
West Germany for West Ber-
lin after the' separate peace 
treaty 'until the new arrange-
ments with the East Germans 
were negotiated. 

Now, this is not precisely 
the same as Gromyko's bland 
assurances. 'This is blockade, 
and blockade is an act of war. 
Washington has made clear 
that it is not going to get stir-
red up if the East Germans 
merely replace the Russians on 
the borders between East and 
West Germany and approve 
the flow of adequate supplies. 
But Khrushchev did not sup-
port this procedure, and went 
on to threaten that any effort 
to break his blockade by force 
would lead to war. 

PRICKLES AND ALL 
ads, ADmely tete representative 

• . 	. 

COMPARE this with Presi-
dent Kennedy's discussion 

of the East German peace 

Ç. Victoria Times 	of young womanhood of Can- 
Senior figures in Abe West ada, 

may not like many of the 	ARNOLD HALTRECHT, 
actions taken by Charles de 	 P. Eng. 
Gaulle- They may wish many 	43 Avenue Road, 
of his ideas w6uld find their 	Ottawa, Sept, 25, 
way to oblivion. They cannot 

. wish the same for the General. 
treaty here yesterday and the They need him too much, 

prickles and all. 

The West' Germans. who understand-
ably refuse to accept the-perpetual dis-

.memberment of their cduntry, are said 
to be disillusioned and' distrustful at 

what appears to them as a shift 'in 

American policy on the German 
problem. 

The Germans were first of all dis-

quieted over reports that General 

Lucius CLAY, President KENsADY's 

special representative in West Berlin, 

had spoken privately of, accepting the 
• "reality" of a divided Germany. Then 

Mr. KENNEDY'S speech to the United 

Nations seemed to some to represent 

a move towards recognition of a Soviet 

East German peace treaty?. What the 
President said was this: . 	 _ 

"The Western allies are not concerned 
with any paper arrangement the . Soviets 
wish to make with a (regime of their own 
creation, on territory occupied by their 
own troops and governed by their own 
agents. No such action can affect either 
our rights or our responaihilities " 

There is nothing new or startling in 

this, nothing surely which represents 

concessions by the ,. West. And cer-
tainly this sentence of Mr. KENNEDY'S 

is hardly the key towards resolving 

the whole c:iris, as some of our com-
mentators are saying. 

"" Two weeks ago Dr. VON BRENTANO, 
the foreign minister of the German 

Federal Republic, made these remarks 

to newspapermen in Washington. The 

echoes be,w'een them and Mr. KEN-

NEDY'S words were Unmistakable: 

"There is no possibility of preventing 
such a treaty (between Russia and East 
Germiny). All we can do is to point out 
to the Soviet Union—and to possible other 
s.gnatories—that there is no legal basis for 
such a treaty, and that it can have no legal 
validity. 

"There exists no procedure by which 
the Soviet Union and the Soviet Zone .of 
Germany could be prevented from signing 

,such a piece of paper." 

Dr. VON BRENTANO considers the sign-

ing of such a "piece of paper" un-
fortunate. He realizes that it is a step 

▪ towards hardening the division of Ger-

many. But he is also realist enough 

to have recognized, as Mr. KENNEDY 
did, the impossibility of preventing 

such' a treaty. Premier KtlRusHcHEv, 

after all, would. not be doing much 
more than signing a treaty with him-

self. The important thing to the future 

of Germany is how the world regards 
an attempt to legalize a unilateral 

attempt at partition. 

The Berlin crisis will be resolved if 

and when it is established that Mr. 
tieHSHCHEY directly or through his 

la key, Herr ULBRICIIT of East Ger-
ma , will respect the "deep commit-

ment of the Western powers and the 
freedo of West Berlin", as Mr. KEN-

NEDY p it: The crisis was made in 

Moscow : d there, unfortunately and 
omipously, 	the power to end it—or 
deepen it. 

Success of 5BX 

The Prime Minister 
to humiliate the West, but is 

On Civil Defence 	 Merely trying to tidy up the 
exist,ng division of both Ber• 

The P,rime•Minister's weekend speech lin and Germany. 

on civil defenc•e.offered neither despair 	
No need for any crisis over 

the West's rights of access to 
nor'- easy assurance. 	 Berlin, Mn'. G. says. These will 

"Fearful as ! am as to what would he "guaranteed." All the West 
has to do is deal with the East 

happen should a nuclear war come", Germans on a factual basis, as 

Mr. DIEFENBAKER said. "I am not one the West Germans have for 
inter- 

of those who believe that Mankind-years, and nobody ill 
would be destroyed. But he warned Pere eitherwith the freedom Y 	 of Berlin  or the rights of pas- 
that if Canada were attacked there sage to and from tile former 

might be bet wee n 2,000,000 and German capital. 

6.000,000 casualties. When he spoke' 	President Kennedy, however, 
dele- 

of what proper preparation could offer unknown to most of the gates, is operating on 
more 
more 

it was "a reasonably high figure of sur- ominous. information. His en- 
vival". 	 voys have been talking to 

What the Prime Minster has faced Nikita Khrushchev personally, 

'and we all must face is that civil der and they are sending hack a • 
fence is a calculated gamble. We can- different story 

not guarantee survival. We can only 
	Khrushchev 

improve the odds. The' course of real- SPECIFICALLY  

ism is to do all we can to im rove our 	
told one of Kennedy's of- 

P 	 f inal -emissaries that once 
chances beginning with measures that Moscow signs à separate peace 

offer the greatest hope and later filling 

any,gaps we can fill. Demanding ab-
solute protection, which is impossible. 

could paralyze preparation. A poker 

player does not win by waiting to be 

dealt a royal flush. He must play the 

cards he gets. with a sharp eye for the 

odds. 
• 

Mr. DIEFENBAKER said for example. 

that fallout shelters in homes should 

have priority over fallout shelters in 

schools. It would be easy to make an 

emotional issue of that, to say that 

children in school should be protected 

from fallout'at any cost. But if school 

shelters were put ahead of home shel-

ters the cost might be the children's 

lives. Children spend only about /0 

per cent of the day in school. Fallout 

does not follow the blast immediately, 

except in areas where the heat and blast 

would be fatal. Children in school 

would have a good chance of reaching 
home before fallout started. It would 

be easier to train children, to go home 

when an alert sounded—as they now 

leave the school in a fire drill—than 

to keep them for two weeks in a school 

shelter without their parents. 

Mr. DIEFENBAKER has said that in a 

nuclear war he would stay • his house 

on Sussex Street, in a 	ent fallout 

shelter like the one , the government 

has recommended for all Canadians. 
That is courageous. But after an attack_ 

the Prime Minister would be needed. 

He should have not the average shelter 

but the best possible shelter.. not for 
his own good but for the good of the 

country. 

conflict of principle becomes 
clear. 

"The western allies," he 
said, "are not concerned with 
any paper arrangement the 
Soviets may wish to make 
with a regime of their own 
creation (East Germany), on 
territory occupied by their own 
troops and governed by their 
own agents. No such action, 
however, can affect' either our 
rights or our responsibilities." 

Khrushchev, however, is say-
ing precisely the opposite. He 
is saying that his action not 
only can, but that it will, in, 
terfere with these rights 1m- 

Patieatt,Nsed Patience 

• Financial Post 

—In the U.S., public health 
people and dental associations 
think they have a shortage be-
cause there is only one dentist 
for every 1,450 persons. But 
in Canada, the ratio in rural 
areas can be as high as one 
dentist per 10,000 residents and 
even in the cities it doesn't 
average below one in 1,700. 
So, rare indeed is the dentist 
who has to worry about a lack 
of customers. 

NOT UP TO NEUTRALS 

Calgary Albertan 

The fact that the smaller 
nations of the world seem to 
regard American bombs with 
more distaste than Russian 
bombs does not make the 
American ones any more evil. 
The fact that these nations, 
many of them arrogating to 
themselves the label of neutral-
ist, are urging President 
Kennedy to hurry up and 
negotiate with the Soviet dicta-
tor is no reason why he should. 

• MISS CANADA 

Sirs 	The disqualification of 
Connie-Gail Feller as Miss 
Canada brings to light the 
absurdity of -the Canada Pag-
eant under the present leader-
sh 

The judges in Burlington 
scrutinized the contestants as 
to beauty, poise, talent and so 
on, and their decision was 
made on the basis of merit. 
How then can the officials of 
the Pageant disqualify the 
"Queen" titer the Contest? 
Has she committed a crime, or 
is she guilty of immoral be-
haviour not becoming to a 
queen? The act of disqualifica-. 
Lion 'is almost an insinuation 
to that effect, and she has a 
good case to sue the Pageant 
for defamation. . 

If anything, she has very 
much behaved like a queen. 
She has shown great intelli- 
gence and has thus proven as if to escape from this open-

even more -her worthiness for - air theatre as soon as possible. 

the title. 	- 

The Pageant's administra- 
tion may take the ticket to 	man in a kilt manfully 
Europe and other material playing a bagpipe: it was a 
prizes away from her, but to vigorous performance and a 
millions of people Connie-Gail group of Glaswegians down 

is and will remain Miss Can- for the week overwhelmed him 
with encouragement — cheers, 
money, end finally an invita-
tion to go off to a pub with 
them. The player took the 
cheers and .the money but not 
the invitation: he seemed to be 
sternly telling them in the best 
tradition that the show must • + 	' 	• -' 	 gin on, He was playing, he said, 
the latest pop tune end after 
hearing the blast b? the pipes, 
we took his word for it. He 
had made £5 that night, he said, 
but with S c o t s in town the 
audiences - were-more generdus 
than usual. 

In this theatre of the streets, 
there was generally a much 
closer contact between players 
and audience: it was theatre in 
the round, in the open, and 
without lights (except street 
and shop lights), without make-
up. without aids. A violinist in 
a shop alcove in Shaftesbury 
Avenue played before a notice 
that outside an indoor theatre 
would have been snippets from 

	

;.~' • 	_ t? 	 the first-night reviews. This 

	

% 	 notice told us that the per- 
former was a music student 
short of funds. In exchange for 
some fastidiously played 
classics, could we help? A hat 

' lay with the notice while he 
played Mozart at the back of 
the alcove, almost out of sight, 
as if he had stage fright. His 
hat was soon full of silver. 

The motorists on the whole, 
however, responded with good 
humor as if they were part of a 
conspiracy to preserve these 
strolling players, the last of 

front rows in the-gutters, had 
to be content with standing 
room at the back. 

When the accordion solo 
ended, the hat passed round 
was soon full to the Grim. For-
eign, tourists in the audience 
were particularly generous 
with their currency, for they 
found 'this kind of ' main-road 
theatre as English as old' inns 
and thatched houses. "It is 
truly Brechttan in atm." s a -rd 
one intense German student,ig~s 
if he.had,to find a meanalefor 
it all. - 

A lean little man with a 
frayed toothbrush moustache 

and spindly legs next took the 
centre of the road. He 'did a 
tap dance in clogs and mocked' seemed endless. If the siand-
the walk of a Hollywood siren arils varied, you had the advan-
with timing as carefully calcu• tage of being able to walk 

lated as if the zebra crossing away without any trouble as 
before him were the footlights soon as you were bored—and 
As the.traffic thunderro by, he without cost. No hanging 
had a different acknowledge- grimly on, hoping for an im-
ment for every motorist, provement because you had 
depending upon the social bought an expensive " ticket: 
standing of their vehicles. A sixpence in the hat was better 
sleek Rolls-Royce won an urchin In the performer than a rave 
gesture of disdain, much to the re4ew. The West End theatre 
delight of the class-conscious on the outside has its advan-
gallery on the o t he r side of Cages: its latest seasçn is 
Leicester Square. There was a obviously a good one. 
polite tip of the hat for a taxi 	 - - 

full of ladies; and a knocked- 
about prewar Austin received Broken Pledges 
a gracious bow as if it were 
really the sovereign of the traf• 	Irma lM tiro s.. Jenna 

fic stream. The driver gavc an By resuming nuclear weapon 
embarrassed grin as the audi• tests, the Soviet Union has 
ence cheered and he accelerated broken promises it .repeatedly 

made to the world, the west 
and the Soviet people them-
selves. The promises both pre-
ceded and followed the start of 
the moratorium on testing that 
began in late 1958. 

No squirming now can 
change the meaning of such 
pledges-as these:' 

"The Soviet government 
girds firmly for the complete 
and unconditional cessation of 
atomic and nuclear weapons 
tests." 

--thru.hchn .iat.meut tn. 
International affairs malsain.. 
March, Ina. 

"The council of ministers of 
the USSR has resolved not to 
resume nuclear tests in the 
USSR if the western powers 
do not resume the testing of 
atomic and hydrogen weapons. 
Only. in the event of the re-
sumption by them of nuclear 
weapons tests will the Soviet 
Union be free from this 
pledge." 

-aanounermeni by Tas', 
Grocer po•in Den apiKrs 
Aug ss. use 

"The government w h i c h 
would be the first to begin the 
nuclear weapons tests would 
take upon itself a heavy re-
sponsibility before the peoples." 

- Khrushchev speech la 
lteas .uprem. soviet, 
Jan 4, INe. 

"I would like to emphasize 
again that the Soviet govern-
ment , .. will also • in the 
future stick to its self-imposed 
obligation not to resume ex-
perimental nuclear explosions 
in the Soviet Union if the 
western powers do not begin 
testing of atomic and hydrogen 
weapons. 	, Should any side 
violate the obligations (to 
refrain from testing) to which 
it has committed itself, the 
instigators of such violations 
will cover themselves with 
shame, and they will be con-
demned by the peoples of the 
world." 

25 Years Ago 
- Khni•hchev speech t. 

van ,uprem. 10,1.1, 
J.n.  

Amid the new interest in physical 
fitness aroused by the Government's 

plan to spend S5,000,000 a year to 

assist amateur sports another physical 

fitness' program is still forging ahead. 

Early in 1959 the Queen's Printer first 
made available to the public a booklet 

prepared as a physical fitness course 

for members of the RCAF. Since then 
sales of "Mr' ( for five basic exer-

cises, have Feached almost' 200.000 

copies, which makes the booklet one cif 
the biggest -of Canadian best-sellers. 
A similar booklet for women, "XBX" 

(for ten basic exercises i was published 
a year later. About 145,000 copies 
hive been sold. 

No doubt some of them are not in 

active use. At least one woman buyght 

a copy of "XBX" because "1t`• such 
luxury to see how many exercises I'm 

supposed to do each day and then not 

do them". And no doubt-some buyers 
have started with good intentions and 
then been put off by friends who.ask, 
"But what are you getting fit for?" 

But the big sales must be some in-

dication of the number of Canadians 

who are working their way up from 
the first easy variations of the basic 

exercises to the rugged workouts in 

the back of the booklets and gaining 
assurance that Prince PHILIP'S scorn 

for flabby Canadians is not meant for 
them. 

Between 'Good' and 'Bad' • 
A most experienced diplomat is Mr. 

GEORGE KENNAN, foemer U.S. ambas-

sador to Russia, who concludes his re-

cent book. "Russia and the West under 

Lenin and Stalin", with this sage com- 

mentary on international affairs: 

"The picture which I hope I have 
presented is one of an international life 
in which there" is , .. nothing absolute in 
itself: a life in-which there is no friendship 
without some element of antagonism; no 
enmity without some rudimentary com-
munity of interest; no benevolent interven-
tion which is not also in pan an injury; 
no act of reéalcitrance, no seeming evil, 
from which . . . some 'soul of goodness' 
may not be distilled." 

This is an appropriate hour in which 

to be reminded, as the Manchester 
Guardian says in revievring Mr. KEN-

NAN'5 book, that the cold war cannot 

be won or lost on a single throw, in 

Berlin or anywhere else and indeed 

cannot be "won" at all and can only 

be lost by both sides by being turned 
into a hot war. 

Notes and Comment 
The Chinese, quick to adopt and im- 

prove on Russian methods, now claim 
to have discovered North America. 

"We should do everything in 
our power to make general and 
complete disarmament a reality. 
to rid humanity of the arms 
race and the threat of a new 
war of annihilation , . , The 
Soviet government is prepared 
to do everything in order that 
nuclear weapons tests be pro-
hibited this very day, that 
these means of mass destruc-
tion be banned and destroyed." 

- Khru,llvh.v area all 
tar mull .asmalt, 
ant. Y. INs 

II is said 'that blondes are becoming 
fewer. Must every horizon of the 
future be dark? 

Eastview has won its battle to have 

bilingual "Stop-Arret" signs in Ontario 

—a good' example-of democracy in ac-
tion. 

Reprieve for Wild Life 
Destruction of fish, game and other 

wild life has often been the price paid 

to protect crops and forests from insect 
pats; for DDT cannot separate the 
sheep from the goats. 

But the Department of Agriculture 

Is now experimenting with a new type 
of insecticide that kills harmful forms 

of life but spares useful or innocent 
one, man included. Instead of poisons, 
department scientists are testing insect 
diseases._  

One bacterium, Bacillus thurin-

pjfieftsis, has been used successfully 

Said Mr. Laurier Regnier in the 
House of Commons Thursday: "I criti-

cized the agreement without knowing 

what the agreement was, arO. I hap-
pened to be right". That variety of 

criticism is common but not always 

- as lucky, SrTOR-M_y WE-AMER- • 

gram TM Journal si MN. 1e, ISN 

FRANCE backed by Great 
Britain and the United 

States moved to reduce the 
franc's gold content by one. 
third. There was to be an 
embargo on. gold exports. 

The Spanish president, Man-
bel Anna, wu reported to be 
seeking refuge aboard an 
Argentine cruiser off the coast 
of Spain. 

'Sergeant Major John Barlow 
was elected president of the 
Mien's Association of Erskine 
Presbyterian Church, Ottawa. 

Hormidas Beaulieu was re-
elected president of L'Institut 
Canadien Francais, Ottawa. 

Fred Astaire and Ginger 
Rogers were co-stamng in the 
film "Swing Time". 

James Parslow and Doris 
Turner were senior track and 
field champions of Nepean High 
School. 

Objective of the Ottawa Com-
munity Cheats was S16SJl00/ 

Michael J. Devine who ob-
tained his BA at Ottawa Uni-
versity • was called to the 
Ontario Bar. 

faMPUmED 
Peterborough Examiner 

• Driving while licence is 
under suspension is a common 
charge in our traffic courts, 
yet the penalties handed out 
for this offence seldom reflect 
the gravity of the charge. A 
driver who has demonstrated 
that he is unfit to hold a 
licence is prohibited from driv. 
ing because he is a menace to 
other users of the road. When 
ameh a man sa fated to ' , 
held the court's decision in 
contempt. he should be auto. 
matically jailed and suspended 
from driving for life. 
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